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So – what do you now know about Risk Management?

Take the quiz and find out
Q1. What is Risk Management?

- a. Cheap and easy
- b. Simple common sense
- c. A legal requirement for everyone
- d. Something complicated which we have to do for the Motorsport UK
Q1. Answer

- a. Cheap and easy
- b. Simple common sense
- c. A legal requirement for everyone
- d. Something complicated which we have to do for the Motorsport UK

Next question
Q2. Who has a part to play in Risk Management?

- a. Just Motorsport UK
- b. Only the Organising Committee
- c. No-one unless they are a limited company
- d. Everyone involved in the event
Q2. Answer

a. Just Motorsport UK
b. Only the Organising Committee
c. No-one unless they are a limited company
d. Everyone involved in the event

Next question
Q3. The Health & Safety Policy can be found in which section of the Year Book?

a. Structure of the Sport  
b. National Sporting Code  
c. Common Regulations  
d. Specific Regulations  
e. Appendices
Q3. Answer

- a. Structure of the Sport
- b. National Sporting Code [Correct]
- c. Common Regulations
- d. Specific Regulations
- e. Appendices
Q4. How many steps are there in a Risk Assessment?

a. Lots
b. 5
c. 4
d. 10
Q4. Answer

- a. Lots
- b. 5
- c. 4
- d. 10

Next question
Q5. Does the law require us to eliminate all risk?

a. Yes
b. No
c. Sometimes
Q5. Answer

- Yes
- b. No ✔️
- c. Sometimes

Next question
Q6. What are the steps to Risk Assessment?

a. Identify, Describe, Evaluate, Allocate and Act
b. Discuss, Decide, Record, Amend, Review
c. Plan, Do, Act and Review
d. Identify, Decide, Evaluate, Record and Review
Q6. Answer

- a. Identify, Describe, Evaluate, Allocate and Act
- b. Discuss, Decide, Record, Amend, Review
- c. Plan, Do, Act and Review
- d. Identify, Decide, Evaluate, Record and Review

The correct answer is d. Identify, Decide, Evaluate, Record and Review.
Q7. What is ALARP?

- a. A Little Action Is Relatively Painless
- b. Always Look And Respond Properly
- c. As Low As Is Reasonably Practicable
Q7. Answer

- a. A Little Action Is Relatively Painless
- b. Always Look And Respond Properly
- c. As Low As Is Reasonably Practicable

Next question
Q8. What is SFAIRP?

a. Stand, Focus And Implement Reasonable Policies
b. So Far As Is Reasonably Practicable
c. Such Fair And Important Responses Permitted
Q8. Answer

- a. Stand, Focus And Implement Reasonable Policies
- b. So Far As Is Reasonably Practicable
- c. Such Fair And Important Responses Permitted

Next question
Q9. Which of the following do you include in your RA records?

I. A list of risks
II. Who might be affected
III. How you will deal with significant hazards
IV. Implementation actions
V. Who else has been involved

a. All 5
b. The first 3
c. All except item v.
Q9. Answer

I. A list of risks
II. Who might be affected
III. How you will deal with significant hazards
IV. Implementation actions
V. Who else has been involved

a. All 5 ✓
b. The first 3
c. All except item v.

Next question
Q10. Which of the following would you NOT include in your event debrief?

- a. Coffee and cakes
- b. Plans for the next event
- c. Blame
- d. Risk Management as an agenda item
Q10. Answer

- a. Coffee and cakes
- b. Plans for the next event
- c. Blame
- d. Risk Management as an agenda item

Finish
Risk Management is just common sense, think it through and apply your solutions.